
Preteens

Helping Each Other

Lesson Text
Colossians 1:28-29

Lesson Objectives 
• The students will explain

why we need other disciples
in our lives to help us grow
spiritually.

• The students will identify five
ways to help another person
grow spiritually.

• The students will pray for 
a classmate every day for 
a week.

Materials Needed
For each student:
• pen or pencil
• 1 balloon 
• 1 piece of blank paper

(approximately 1" x 2")
For the teacher:
• 1 copy of “Good News

from the Kingdom”
• globe or map of the world
• extra balloons (in case of

popping)
• pen or marker
• 2 large plastic trash bags
• cassette or CD player
• a fast-paced music cassette

or CD
• extra Bibles
• an apple or other piece of

fruit
• a knife
• knife sharpener
Reproducible Pages:
• Page A, 1 copy for 

each student
• Page B, 1 copy for 

each student
• Page C, 1 copy for 

every 2 students
• Page D, 1 copy for 

each student
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Lesson 4

Lesson Plan
Getting Ready

Faithful Instruction
Teacher Focus
Teacher Tips

Preclass Activity: Help Wanted Ad
Starting Up

Welcome and Singing
Opening Prayer
Victories
Good News from the Kingdom

Getting into God’s Word

Story: “A Friend”
Scripture Study
Activity: Balloon Buddies

Getting It to Others

Scripture Memory: Proverbs 27:17
Weekly Challenge and Snack Time
Conclusion

Scripture Memory
As iron sharpens iron, 

so one man sharpens another.
Proverbs 27:17
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Lesson 4

Faithful Instruction

Teacher Focus
• Pray before preparing this lesson. Think about Colossians 1:28-29, and consider how you have applied this scrip-

ture in your life. The purpose of this lesson is to teach the students the importance of helping other people to
grow spiritually and to give insights into the practical aspects of how to do that. 

• Preteens have a great love and great need for their friends, but relationships at this age can tend to be superfi-
cial. Your goal is to get the students to begin now to care about their friends’ souls and looking for ways to
help each other mature in Christ. 

Teacher Tips
Pray before preparing this lesson. Reflect on times throughout your Christian life when a friend has put Colossians
1:28-29 into practice in your life. Consider where your spiritual life would be today if you had not received that
kind of discipling since your baptism.

Preclass Activity

Help Wanted Ad
The students will complete the preliminary steps of an activity designed to help them become more spiritual as
friends.

Materials Used

For each student:
• pen or pencil
Reproducible Pages:
• Page A, 1 copy for each student 

Instructions

1. As students arrive, give each of them a pen or pencil and a copy of Reproducible Page A (Help Wanted Ad). 
2. Have each student complete the “ad” by filling in their names and telephone numbers in the appropriate

spaces, and by listing specific prayer requests in each category given. Remind the students to think carefully
about their answers and to be as specific as possible.

3. When the students have finished, collect the sheets and set them aside for use later in the class.

Helping Each Other Getting Ready
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Starting Up

Welcome and Singing
Call the students together in a circle. Welcome everyone by name, being sure to recognize anyone who is visiting.
Let them know how glad you are to see them, and how much you looked forward to being with them. Sing a few
great songs.

Opening Prayer
Who would like to say a prayer to start today’s time together? Let a few students lead the prayer. Encourage the
students to mention missing students, special church activities, illnesses and to be especially thankful for the
chance to be together.

Victories
Take time to have the students share about the challenges they were given at the end of last week’s class. Did
everyone complete their challenge? How did it go? What fears did you face as you met the challenge to put the
lesson into practice? How did everyone do with having consistent quiet times? Would anyone like to share some-
thing they learned?

Praise and encourage all the students’ efforts, especially noting any area of significant growth. Offer help and
suggestions so they can have even more victories in the coming week.

Good News from the Kingdom
Materials Used

For the teacher:
• 1 copy of “Good News from the Kingdom”
• globe or map of the world

Instructions

Now let’s take a few minutes to share “Good News from the Kingdom.” Be excited as you read about what is
happening around the world. Have a globe or map ready, pointing out the location as you share. Remind your 
students that the kingdom of God is worldwide and that the victories of our brothers and sisters in other coun-
tries can inspire us and spur us on.

Helping Each Other Getting Ready
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Story

“A Friend”
As they listen to this story and its outcome, the stu-
dents will realize the impact that true friends can make.

Materials Used

Reproducible Pages:
• Page B, 1 copy for each student

Instructions

1. Give each student a copy of Reproducible Page B
(“A Friend”).

2. Explain who the author of the story is. (See note
at the bottom of Reproducible Page B.)

3. Have either a teacher or a student with a strong
voice read the story aloud.

4. Have a short discussion using the following 
questions:
• Why was it hard for Danielle to challenge her

friend?
• What do you think would have happened to

her friend if Danielle had not persuaded the
girl to change her lifestyle?

5. Share (and/or have students share) about a time
when you helped a friend to change for the better.
(Remind them not to name the person they’re
sharing about.)

Scripture Study
Ask the students to open their Bibles to Colossians
1:28-29, and select a volunteer to read it aloud. This
scripture commands us to counsel and teach everyone
so that we can help them become “perfect in Christ.”
This book was originally written in the Greek lan-
guage. In that language, the word “perfect” was used
to mean “to become complete” or “finished.” In other
words, God wants us to help other people mature in
their faith to become more and more like Jesus. This
desire of God was so important to the apostle Paul
(who wrote the book of Colossians) that he “labored”
and “struggled” with all his energy to accomplish it.

• Why is it necessary for us to help each other grow
spiritually? Why can’t we do it on our own?

• Why do you think Paul felt that he labored (strug-
gled) to help people grow spiritually? Is it very easy
for any of us to change?

• Do you think it is easy to help keep people spiritual-
ly strong? Why or why not?

• In what way might people respond when they
don’t really want to grow? What things might they
say to you when you try to help them change?

• What kind of attitude should we have as we try to
help others change and be more like Jesus?

• What could you do to help someone else grow
spiritually? 

After a short discussion, tell the class: The Bible has a
lot to say about how we can help other people grow
spiritually. To find out what those things are, we are
going to divide up into pairs. Everyone is going to get
a “Balloon Buddy” as a partner for this activity.

Helping Each Other Getting Into God’s Word
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Activity

Balloon Buddies
The students will be paired up in a unique way in this
activity. It assures that they will not just pick their best
friends to pair up with. The buddies will then work
together to learn how to help someone grow spiritually.

Materials Used

For each student:
• pen or pencil
• 1 balloon 
• 1 piece of blank paper (approximately 1" x 2")
For the teacher:
• extra balloons (in case of breakage)
• pen or marker
• 2 large plastic trash bags
• cassette or CD player
• a fast-paced music cassette or CD
• extra Bibles
Reproducible Pages:
• Page C, 1 copy for every 2 students

Preparation

1. Prior to class, cut one piece of paper (approxi-
mately 1" x 2") for each girl in the class. On two of
the slips of paper, write a “1.” On the next two
slips of paper, write a “2,” and so on until all of
the slips of paper have been used. If you have an
odd number of girls in the class, prepare three
slips of paper with the same number on them.

2. Repeat the first step, creating slips of paper for
the boys in the class. However, use an “A” on the
first two slips of paper, a “B” on the next two slips
of paper and so on.

3. Add several extra slips of paper for any visitors you
anticipate. Remember to mark several of these
with numbers and several with letters to take care
of girl or boy visitors. 

4. Fold all the slips as small as possible.
5. Blow up one balloon for each student and each

visitor in the class. Before tying off the end of the
balloon, insert one of the folded slips of paper
into the balloon.

6. Place all the balloons in a large trash bag, and tie
the bag at the top for easy transportation to class.
Be sure to mark the bags “Boys” or “Girls.”
NOTE: You could use one color of balloons for
boys and one for girls.

Instructions

1. Tell the students: When I start the music, go to
the appropriate trash bag (boys or girls) and
choose a balloon. When the music stops, pop
your balloon to find out the number or letter writ-
ten on the piece of paper inside. 

2. Turn on the music. Allow two to three minutes for
all of the students to choose a balloon, then stop
the music suddenly.

3. Tell the students to pop their balloons.
4. When all the balloons have been popped, have

the students find the student with the matching
number or letter to their piece of paper. Those
two students will be “Balloon Buddies” for the
week. Caution the students that the game has
been set up so that the partners are set randomly,
and they should not exchange slips in order to
change partners.

5. Ask the students to clean up and dispose of the
pieces of the balloons.

6. Have the students sit together in pairs with their
Balloon Buddies.

7. Give each pair of students a copy of Reproducible
Page C (Helping a Person Grow Spiritually), two
pens or pencils and a Bible (if they do not already
have one.) 

8. Have the students work together to look up the
scriptures listed. Have them write down what each
one says about helping someone to grow.

9. Allow the class sufficient time to complete the
worksheet.

10. Lead the class in a discussion of the scriptures list-
ed on the worksheet, using these questions:
• What does this verse tell us we can do to help

another person grow spiritually?
• Why will doing this action help someone

become more like Jesus?
NOTE: Don’t take time to read the individual 
verses aloud to the class unless it is necessary 
for clarity.

Helping Each Other Getting Into God’s Word
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Scripture Memory
As iron sharpens iron, 

so one man sharpens another. 
Proverbs 27:17

Materials Used

For the teacher:
• an apple or other piece of fruit
• a knife
• knife sharpener
Reproducible Pages:
• Page D, 1 copy for each student

Instructions

1. Distribute the copies of Reproducible Page D
(Scripture Memory), and ask the students to open
their Bibles to Proverbs 27:17.

2. Have a volunteer read the verse. 
3. Ask:

• What do you think this verse means?
• Why does God use the analogy of iron sharpen-

ing iron to describe the type of relationships
we should have with each other? (we must
have strong convictions so we can help each
other stay strong spiritually / if one person has
strong convictions but the other person is
weak, then they will not both be able to help
each other grow)

4. Demonstrate carefully how to sharpen a knife by
using the knife sharpener.

5. Explain to the students: A knife that has gotten
dull can no longer fulfill its purpose. In the same
way, disciples need to stay spiritually sharp so that
they can fulfill their purpose of building up the
kingdom of God. We need to be knife sharpeners
for our friends so that they can become their best
for God. 

6. Demonstrate what happens if you try to use the
fruit to sharpen the knife. The fruit is soft, not
hard enough to sharpen the knife. We cannot
help our friends be sharp spiritually if we do not
have strong faith.
IMPORTANT: Do not allow any of the students to
touch the knife. Store the knife and the sharpener
carefully before moving on to the Weekly
Challenge.

Weekly Challenge and 

Snack Time
If your students bring a snack, allow them to eat
while you explain to them the challenge for the week. 

Have the partners (Balloon Buddies) exchange
their “Help Wanted Ads” (Reproducible Page A). Tell
the students: On each of the next seven days, pray for
the needs of your partner. All of us need a spiritual
buddy who will care about our soul. Answer each
other’s “ads” and pray every day for each other,
according to the items mentioned on your buddy’s
prayer list. Call your buddy during the week to see
how things are going.

Conclusion
End the class with a prayer.

Helping Each Other Getting it to Others

Weekly Challenge

This week, pray every day for your “buddy,” according to 

the items mentioned on his or her prayer list. 

Call your buddy during the week to see how things 

are going and to encourage one another.
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Helping Each Other

Lesson Text
Ephesians 4:11-16

Lesson Objectives
• The students will explain why

we need other disciples in our
lives to help us grow spiritually.

• The students will identify five
ways to help another person
grow spiritually.

• The students will pray for a
classmate every day for a week.

Materials Needed
For each student:
• 1 20 oz. colored plastic cup
• 3 small self-sticking white

labels 
• marker
• 3 or 4 flower seeds
For the teacher:
• steak knife or sharp scissors
• potting soil
• garden trowels or plastic mea-

suring cups
• spray bottle of water
• 1 roll of paper towels
• extra Bibles
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Lesson 4
(supplement)

Lesson Plan
Getting Ready

Faithful Instruction
Teacher Focus
Teacher Tips

Preclass Activity: People Plants
Starting Up

Welcome and Singing
Opening Prayer and Review
Great News Sharing

Getting into God’s Word

Scripture Study
Activity: Speaking the Truth in Love 

Getting It to Others

Scripture Memory: Proverbs 27:17
Weekly Challenge and Snack Time
Conclusion

Scripture Memory
As iron sharpens iron, 

so one man sharpens another. 
Proverbs 27:17
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Lesson 4

Faithful Instruction

Teacher Focus
• Pray before preparing this lesson. Read Ephesians 4:11-16. The purpose of this lesson is to teach the students

the importance of helping other people to grow spiritually and to give insight into the practical aspects of how
to do that.

• Preteens love and need their friends, but relationships at this age tend to be superficial. Your students need to
understand that their true friends are those who help them to do the right thing. These friends are willing to
say and do whatever it takes to help them be close to God. Your goal is to get the students to begin now to
care about their friends’ souls and to look for ways to help each other mature in Christ.

Teacher Tips
• Ask two or three individual members of your congregation or one pair of discipleship partners to be guest

speakers for the class. Choose people who have occupations that preteens will particularly respect or admire. If
possible, have at least one of the speakers be someone in church leadership. Instruct the speakers to share
about a time when they spoke the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15) to someone else, how it made them feel to do
that, and what the result was. Or, have them share about a time another disciple spoke the truth in love to
them and how it changed their lives for the better. If using a pair of discipleship partners, have them share
about how they use Ephesians 4:15 in their friendship to help each other grow spiritually.

• The Preclass Activity is somewhat more involved than is usual for the class. Be sure to allow a little more time
so that the students are able to complete the project. 

Preclass Activity

People Plants
The students will plant seeds to remind them that they need to pray and help their friends grow spiritually.

Materials Used

For each student:
• 1 20 oz. colored plastic cup
• 3 small self-sticking white labels
• marker
• 3 or 4 flower seeds
For the teacher:
• steak knife or sharp scissors 
• potting soil
• garden trowels or plastic measuring cups
• spray bottle of water
• 1 roll of paper towels

Preparation

Prior to the class, prepare the plastic cups for the seeds by poking two or three small holes in the bottom with a
knife or pair of scissors.

Helping Each Other Getting Ready
(supplement)
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Instructions

1. Give each student a plastic cup, several labels and a marker.
2. On each label, ask the students to write the names of two or three friends that they want to help grow spiritually.
3. Using the garden trowels or measuring cups, have the students fill their cups two-thirds full of potting soil.
4. Give each of the students three or four seeds to plant in their cups, and then have them cover the seeds 

with more soil.
5. Have the students water their seeds with the spray bottle, wiping any excess soil or water off of the outside of

their cups.
6. Have them affix the labels with their friends’ names to their cups.
7. Explain: This is your People Plant. Every time you water it, fertilize it or take care of it, pray for the people list-

ed on the outside of your cup. Pray for their spiritual needs, and pray that you will be bold and willing to
meet those needs. As you help your plant to grow physically, it will remind you to help your friends to grow
spiritually.

Starting Up

Welcome and Singing
Call the students together in a circle. Welcome everyone by name, being sure to recognize anyone who is visiting.
Let them know how glad you are to see them, and how much you looked forward to being with them. Sing a few
great songs.

Opening Prayer and Review
• Open with one of the students praying for each student to have relationships that are loving, truthful and 

spiritually focussed. 
• Have one student recite the memory verse for this lesson: Proverbs 27:17.
• Have a student briefly review the previous lesson (Core Lesson).

Great News Sharing
Allow several minutes for the students to share great news about their lives. This could be about a family member
who became a disciple, someone healed from an illness, someone studying the Bible, great grades, etc. Remind
the students to be brief so that as many as possible can share.

Helping Each Other Getting Ready
(supplement)
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Materials Used

For the teacher:
• extra Bibles

Ask the students to open their Bibles to Ephesians 4.
Have a volunteer read verses 11-14. Tell the students:
Here is another scripture that deals with the concept
you studied about during your last class: Helping
other people grow in their faith and in their knowl-
edge of Jesus so that they can become strong
Christians.

• How do these verses define maturity? (becoming
more and more like Jesus)

• What do these verses say happens to a person
who doesn’t become spiritually mature? (stays a
spiritual “infant”; not firm in his faith; easily swayed
by peer pressure and false doctrine, not able to
help other people grow, always needing other peo-
ple to “feed” him)

• Do these verses say that we will be perfectly like
Jesus? (no) 

• What does God expect from us? (keep growing to
be more like Jesus every day)

Let’s find out how we can prevent our friends from
continuing to be spiritual infants. Have another student
read verses 15-16. This passage is very encouraging. It
promises that if we speak the truth in love to people,
they will grow to become more like Jesus. It also says
that if everyone does his part in this, the whole church
will be built up.

• What do you think it means to speak the truth in
love? (to tell people the things that they need to
know to be more like Christ / also reminding peo-
ple that God loves them and will be patient with
them and help them change)

• Would anyone like to give an example from his or
her own life? (If the students are uncomfortable
sharing, use an appropriate example from your 
own life.)

• Is it always easy to speak the truth to our friends?
Why or why not?

• What keeps you from wanting to hear the truth
about things we need to change?

Helping Each Other Getting Into God’s Word
(supplement)

Scripture Study
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Speaking the Truth in Love
The students will listen to several speakers who will
share their experiences of speaking the truth in love.
This will help them to see that being honest with each
other about sin or weakness is a positive thing.

Preparation

• Ask two or three individual members of your con-
gregation or one pair of discipleship partners to be
guest speakers for the class. Choose people who
have occupations that preteens will particularly
respect or admire. If possible, have at least one of
the speakers be someone in church leadership.
Instruct the speakers to share about a time when
they spoke the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15) to
someone else, how it made them feel to do that,
and what the result was. Or, have them share
about a time another disciple spoke the truth in
love to them and how it changed their lives for the
better. If using a pair of discipleship partners, have
them share about how they use Ephesians 4:15 in
their friendship to help each other grow spiritually.

• The Preclass Activity is somewhat more involved
than is usual for the class. Be sure to allow a little
more time so that the students are able to com-
plete the project. 

Instructions

1. Tell the students: Today I have invited some guest
speakers who will share about how they have spo-
ken the truth in love to someone else and what
the result was. 

2. Introduce each speaker, including occupations and
length of time as Christians.

3. Allow each guest ample time to speak, being 
sure that the students are being respectful of 
their visitors. 

4. At the end of all the sharing, allow a short time
for the students to ask questions of the speakers.
(Make sure the questions are appropriate. Step in
and block any question that is not appropriate.)

Helping Each Other Getting Into God’s Word
(supplement)

Activity
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Scripture Memory
As iron sharpens iron, 

so one man sharpens another. 
Proverbs 27:17

Instructions

1. Review the scripture memory verse that was given
during the previous lesson (Core Lesson). 

2. Practice the verse together as a group, encourag-
ing the students to have the verse completely
memorized by the next class.

3. Have several pairs of buddies stand up. Tell one
buddy to say the first line of the verse and the
other one to say the second line.

Weekly Challenge and 

Snack Time
If your students bring a snack, allow them to eat
while you remind them of the challenge for the week.

The students are to each pray every day for their
“Balloon Buddy” (the person whose name they drew
during the last class). They are also to call each other
during the week to see how things are going and to
encourage one another.

Conclusion
End the class with a prayer.

Helping Each Other Getting It to Others
(supplement)

Weekly Challenge

This week, pray every day for your “buddy,” according to 

the items mentioned on his or her prayer list. 

Call your buddy during the week to see how things 

are going and to encourage one another.
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HELP WANTED AD
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Core/Getting Ready/1 copy for each student

Reproducible page A

My Prayer List

My School Life: 

My Family Life: 

My Relationships: 

My Character: 

Other: 

Spiritual buddy needed for local
preteen. Must be kind, caring
and willing to help another 
person become more like Jesus.
Requires Kingdom Kids degree
in Conviction. Hours vary.
Salary to be paid in the form of
eternal gratitude. Applicants
should contact

Name _______________________

Phone _______________________
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A FRIEND

Recently, one of my best friends, whom I’ve shared just about everything with since the
first day of kindergarten, spent the weekend with me. Since I moved to a new town
several years ago, we’ve both always looked forward to the few times a year when we
can see each other.

Over the weekend we spent hours and hours, staying up late 
into the night, talking about the people she was hanging 
around with. She started telling me stories about her new 
boyfriend, about how he experimented with drugs and 
was into other self-destructive behavior. I was blown 
away! She told me how she had been lying to her par
ents about where she was going and even sneaking 
out to see this guy because they didn’t want her 
around him. No matter how hard I tried to tell her 
that she deserved better, she didn’t believe me. Her 
self-respect seemed to have disappeared.

I tried to convince her that she was ruining her future and 
heading for big trouble. I felt like I was getting nowhere. I just 
couldn’t believe that she really thought that it was acceptable to 
hang with a bunch of losers, especially her boyfriend.

By the time she left, I was really worried about her and exhaust
ed by the experience. It had been so frustrating, I had come close to 
telling her several times during the weekend that maybe we had just 
grown too far apart to continue our friendship—but I didn’t. I put the 
power of friendship to the ultimate test. We’d been friends for far 
too long. I had to hope that she valued me enough to know that I 
was trying to save her from hurting herself. I wanted to believe that 
our friendship could conquer anything.

A few days later, she called to say that she had thought long 
and hard about our conversation, and then she told me that she 
had broken up with her boyfriend. I just listened on the other end of 
the phone with tears of joy running down my face. It was one of the truly rewarding 
moments in my life. Never had I been so proud of a friend.

Core/Getting into God’s Word/1 copy for each student

Reproducible page B

Danielle Fishel, “A Friend,”  Chicken Soup for the Kid’s Soul, 101 Stories of Courage, Hope and
Laughter, eds. Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Patty Hansen, Irene Dunlap (Deerfield Beach, Florida:
Health Communications, 1998). NOTE: Danielle Fishel is a teen actress who plays the role of Topanga in
the television show Boy Meets World.
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Helping a Person Grow Spiritually

Each of the scriptures listed below describes something you can do to help another person grow spiritually. 
You and your buddy need to look up each scripture and write down its method. 

The first one is done for you as a sample.

Scripture What I Can Do to Help a Person Grow Spiritually

Titus 2:7

John 15:12

Luke 17:3

1 Thessalonians 5:11

Ephesians 4:2

Ephesians 6:18

Romans 12:13

Romans 12:17-18

James 5:16

Colossians 3:16
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Core/Getting into God’s Word/1 copy for every 2 students

Reproducible page C

be a  good examp le  for  someone to fo l low

H E L P I N G
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Lesson 4 Helping Each Other

Scripture Memory

As iron sharpens iron,

so one man sharpens another. 

Proverbs 27:17

Core/Getting It to Others/1 copy for each student

Reproducible page D

Weekly Challenge

This week, pray every day for your “buddy,” according to 

the items mentioned on his or her prayer list. 

Call your buddy during the week to see how things 

are going and to encourage one another.


